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SECURE ACCESS TO CLOUD-BASED SERVICES

CROSS REFERENCE TO OTHER APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application No.

62/107,927 entitled IDENTITY PROXY TO PROVIDE MOBILE APP ACCESS

CONTROL AND SINGLE SIGN ON filed January 26, 2015 which is incorporated herein by

reference for all purposes.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Increasingly, mobile devices are incorporating security protections and

techniques into the operating system. In many types of device, applications are "sandboxed"

and cannot be attacked by other apps on the device. This also means that each application in

its own sandbox typically performs the authentication and authorization process. Applications

typically cannot share sessions or tokens which can allow one application to authenticate and

other applications to leverage the same session/token to get single sign-on, for example.

[0003] Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) is an XML standard that allows

user authentication and authorization data to be exchanged. Using SAML, an online service

provider (SP) can contact a separate online identity provider (IDP) to authenticate users who

are trying to access secure content. In mobile devices, for example, SAML or other standards

and/or protocols may be used to authenticate mobile app users to associated online services.

However, some apps may not support certain protocols/standards and/or may not support

certain techniques, such as redirection to a separate IDP.

[0004] In cases where redirection is not supported, SAML provides a mechanism

where the client application authenticates with the SP using standard Basic authentication.

The SP will then contact the IdP to get an assertion by passing the credentials provided by the

user to the IdP. Using Basic authentication in this manner may not be desired, for example in

order to prevent a user's Enterprise credentials (such as Enterprise username and password)

from being exposed on the mobile device and/or to a cloud-based service provider (SP).

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS



[0005] Various embodiments of the invention are disclosed in the following detailed

description and the accompanying drawings.

[0006] Figure 1 is a block diagram illustrating an embodiment of a system to

configure a mobile app to access to a cloud-based service.

[0007] Figure 2 is a block diagram illustrating an embodiment of a system to provide

secure mobile access to a cloud-based service.

[0008] Figure 3 is a flow chart illustrating an embodiment of a process to provide

secure mobile access to a cloud-based service.

[0009] Figure 4 is a flow chart illustrating an embodiment of a process to provide

secure mobile access to a cloud-based service.

[0010] Figure 5 is a flow chart illustrating an embodiment of a process to provide

secure mobile access to a cloud-based service.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0011] The invention can be implemented in numerous ways, including as a process;

an apparatus; a system; a composition of matter; a computer program product embodied on a

computer readable storage medium; and/or a processor, such as a processor configured to

execute instructions stored on and/or provided by a memory coupled to the processor. In this

specification, these implementations, or any other form that the invention may take, may be

referred to as techniques. In general, the order of the steps of disclosed processes may be

altered within the scope of the invention. Unless stated otherwise, a component such as a

processor or a memory described as being configured to perform a task may be implemented

as a general component that is temporarily configured to perform the task at a given time or a

specific component that is manufactured to perform the task. As used herein, the term

'processor' refers to one or more devices, circuits, and/or processing cores configured to

process data, such as computer program instructions.

[0012] A detailed description of one or more embodiments of the invention is

provided below along with accompanying figures that illustrate the principles of the

invention. The invention is described in connection with such embodiments, but the

invention is not limited to any embodiment. The scope of the invention is limited only by the



claims and the invention encompasses numerous alternatives, modifications and equivalents.

Numerous specific details are set forth in the following description in order to provide a

thorough understanding of the invention. These details are provided for the purpose of

example and the invention may be practiced according to the claims without some or all of

these specific details. For the purpose of clarity, technical material that is known in the

technical fields related to the invention has not been described in detail so that the invention

is not unnecessarily obscured.

[0013] A secure identity proxy for use with mobile apps is disclosed. In various

embodiments, the identity proxy may be configured and/or used to perform one or more of

the following:

• Secure authentication of users of mobile apps that do not natively support

redirection to a separate IDP.

• Secure access control with respect to mobile app users, incorporating dynamic

information such as mobile device security posture, without exposing credentials

to the service provider

[0014] In various embodiments, a security proxy or other server is provided. A

mobile client app or other app configured to access a cloud-based service is configured to

authenticate via the security proxy. For example, the app may be configured to present a

certificate, token, or other secure authentication information to the security proxy. The

security proxy in various embodiments uses the certificate to authenticate the user and/or

device. The security proxy uses information comprising or otherwise associated with the

certificate to synthesize a Basic authorization header that includes a hash token of

information associated with the requesting device and/or user. The synthesized Basic

authorization header is sent to the cloud-based service on behalf of the requesting

user/device. The token is used by the cloud-based service to obtain from an Identity Provider

(IDP) and/or a proxy thereof a SAML assertion that authenticates the requesting user to the

cloud-based service, resulting in the cloud-based service granting access to the service to the

requesting user.

[0015] Figure 1 is a block diagram illustrating an embodiment of a system to

configure a mobile app to access to a cloud-based service. In the example shown, the system

and environment 100 includes a mobile device 102 with a mobile device management



(MDM) agent 104 installed thereon. The agent 104 is configured to be used to register the

mobile device 102 with an enterprise mobile management (EMM) server 108. The EMM

server 108 provides a configuration data 110, e.g., an application profile or other

configuration data, which in turn is provided to a managed app 112 on the mobile device 102.

In various embodiments, the configuration data 110 may include a certificate or other security

information to be used to authenticate the managed app 112 and/or mobile device 102 to

management entities, e.g., as described below in connection with Figure 2 . Managed app

112 may be associated with cloud-based service 114. For example, managed app 112 may be

a client app provided by a service provider with which cloud-based service 114 is associated,

or managed app 112 may be a third party app configured to access cloud-based service 114,

such as by calling an API of cloud-based service 114. In some embodiments, managed app

112 may be an email application that uses the ActiveSync protocol to access email via cloud

email servers, such as Office 365®.

[0016] Figure 2 is a block diagram illustrating an embodiment of a system to provide

secure mobile access to a cloud-based service. In the example shown, the system and

environment 200 includes mobile device 102 and managed app 112 installed thereon.

[0017] In some embodiments, managed app 112 may be associated with cloud-based

service 114 but one or both of managed app 112 and cloud-based service 114 may not

support redirection to another node to authenticate. Certain standards and/or protocols may

require and/or may be configured so as to require that clients be redirected to an

authentication node trusted by the service, either directly or through "chaining" or other

federation techniques, to authenticate users. For example, under the Security Assertion

Markup Language (SAML) standard, a client requesting to access a service may be redirected

to an Identity Provider (IdP) trusted by the service to authenticate. If the client is determined

by the IdP to be authorized to access the service, the IdP issues a SAML "assertion" (or other

security token, under other standards) to be used by the client to authenticate to the service.

The client presents the token to the service to access the service. However, certain mobile

apps, such as ActiveSync email clients, do not support redirection.

[0018] In the example shown in Figure 2, the configuration data provided to mobile

device 102 to configure managed app 112 (e.g., by EMM server 108, via a connection not

shown in Figure 2) includes data that causes requests to access cloud-based service 114 to be

made via a security proxy 202. In some embodiments, app 112 is not managed, per se. For



example, in some embodiments, app 112 may be a native email client that is managed via a

managed profile. A certificate data 110 included in the configuration data is provided to the

security proxy 202. The security proxy 202 may be configured to determine whether one or

more of the managed app 112, mobile device 102, and an associated user of mobile device

102 are authorized to access the cloud-based service 114. The determination may be made

based on information included in certificate 110, other information obtained using

information included in certificate 110, and/or information from the protocol fields and

HTTP headers. For example, information included in certificate 110 may be used to access

enterprise directory information stored in an enterprise directory 204, such a Microsoft®

Active Directory®. The security proxy 202 may be configured to base the determination as

to whether access to cloud-based service 114 is authorized at least in part on security or other

compliance posture information associated with mobile device 102. For example, security

proxy 202 may receive device posture information from EMM server 108. If information

received from EMM server 108 indicates the mobile device 108 may have been

compromised, for example, access to the cloud-based service 114 may be denied.

[0019] In various embodiments, security proxy 202 may be configured to synthesize

at least a portion of a Basic Authentication (BA) header 206 on behalf of the managed app

112 and mobile device 102. In some embodiments, a password portion of the BA header 206

is synthesized but the username portion is not modified. In the context of Hyper-text

Transfer Protocol (HTTP) communications, a BA header provides a mechanism to transmit

user credentials, such a username and password. In some embodiments, to avoid exposing

the actual username and password credentials (either to the EMM server or security proxy, or

to the service), a hash of information associated with one or more of the user, the app, the

mobile device, and the certificate 110 may be hashed or otherwise transformed and/or

obfuscated and used to populate fields in the BA header 206.

[0020] In various embodiments, the synthesized BA header 206 is presented to the

cloud-based service 114 on behalf of the requesting client app 112. The cloud-based service

114 is configured to use the information in the synthesized BA header 206 to determine

whether the user is authorized to access the service. In some embodiments, the cloud-based

service 114 is configured to extract synthesized credentials 208 from the BA header 206 and

to send the credentials 208 to an identity provider (IdP) associated with the service 114. In

the example shown, the IdP associated with service 114 has been integrated into the security



proxy 202. Security proxy 202 caches the credential information as included in the

synthesized BA header 206, and when the same credentials 208 are returned to the IdP on

security proxy 202, the IdP (or another entity on security proxy 202) uses the cached

information to determine that access is authorized. Based on the determination that access is

authorized, a SAML assertion 210 is generated by the IdP on security proxy 202 and

presented to the cloud-based service 114 on behalf of the client app 112.

[0021] The cloud-based service 114 thereafter allows the client app 112 to access the

service. In some embodiments, access is provided via the security proxy 202.

[0022] Figure 3 is a flow chart illustrating an embodiment of a process to provide

secure mobile access to a cloud-based service. In various embodiments, the process of Figure

3 may be implemented by a security proxy, such as security proxy 202 of Figure 2 . In the

example shown, a certificate associated with a request to access a cloud-based service is

received (302). For example, in the example shown in Figure 2, the certificate 110 is

received from app 112 on mobile device 102. The certificate is used to synthesize a Basic

Authentication (BA) header that includes, in this example, a hash token of information

obtained from the certificate and/or information identifying the associated user's account

with the cloud-based service (304), such as BA header 206 in the example shown in Figure 2 .

The synthesized BA header is sent to the cloud-based service on behalf of the app/device

requesting access (306), as in the example shown in Figure 2 .

[0023] Figure 4 is a flow chart illustrating an embodiment of a process to provide

secure mobile access to a cloud-based service. In various embodiments, the process of Figure

4 may be implemented by a security proxy, such as security proxy 202 of Figure 2 . In the

example shown, a set of credentials to be validated are received at an identity provider from a

cloud-based service (402), such as the credentials 208 in the example shown in Figure 2 . One

or more of previously-stored credential information, device information, device security

posture information, user information, and credential source information may be used to

validate the credentials (404). For example, the received credentials received by a security

proxy acting as identity provider for the cloud-based service, as in the example shown in

Figure 2, may use previously-cached credential information sent to the service by the security

proxy itself, or by another node trusted by the security proxy. If the received credential

information matches the cached information, for example, the credential information may be

determined to be valid. In some embodiments, a security or other compliance posture of the



associated mobile device may be checked, e.g., by querying an EMM server. If the credential

information is determined to be valid, a SAML assertion or other security token is returned to

the service (406) based on the determination that the credentials are valid and access is

authorized.

[0024] Figure 5 is a flow chart illustrating an embodiment of a process to provide

secure mobile access to a cloud-based service. In various embodiments, the process of Figure

5 may be implemented by a security proxy, such as security proxy 202 of Figure 2 . In some

embodiments, the process of Figure 5 may be used to implement step 404 of the process of

Figure 4 . In the example shown, received credential information is verified to have been

provided (originally) by an approved (i.e., trusted) source (502). For example, if an

enterprise has more than one security proxy installed, an address or other identifier associated

with the security proxy that provided the credential information to the service (e.g., via a

synthesized BA header, as in the example shown in Figure 2) is checked to determine

whether the credential information originated from a trusted source. If the credential

information is determined to have originated from an approved source (504), the received

credential information is used to identify one or more of an associated mobile device,

requesting app, requesting user, and/or certificate information (506). For example, a security

proxy that provided the credential information may cache both the credential information and

data indicating the mobile device, user, etc. with which the credential information is

associated. If based on all available information and configured checks (e.g., device

compliance check) it is determined that the mobile device, app, and/or user is/are authorized

to access the service (508), then access is allowed (510), for example by providing a valid

SAML assertion, as in the example shown in Figure 2 . If the credential and/or associated

information and checks based thereon indicate that access to the service is not currently

authorized (508), then access is denied (512), e.g., by returning to one or both of the cloud-

based service and the requesting app a response indicating that authentication failed.

[0025] In some embodiments, the application (e.g., native email client) may be

configured to communicate directly with the cloud service (e.g., Office 365®). The security

proxy (e.g., security proxy 202 of Figure 2) in some embodiments only serves as an identity

provider (IdP) proxy for the service. In some embodiments, the EMM server creates the

password field of the BA header. This password has enough information to uniquely identify

a specific email configuration pushed to the device (even when there are multiple email boxes



configured). The service will send this BA header to the security proxy, as in the example

shown in Figure 2 . The security proxy will reach out to EMM server with the password field

and the EMM server will be able to identify the device and return the posture. The security

proxy responds to the service with an allow/block SAML response.

[0026] Using techniques disclosed herein, secure mobile access to a cloud-based

service may be provided, even in the context of a mobile app and/or cloud-based service not

configured to support SAML or other protocols that require redirection, and without exposing

user credentials (e.g., username and password) to either the mobile device or the cloud-based

service.

[0027] Although the foregoing embodiments have been described in some detail for

purposes of clarity of understanding, the invention is not limited to the details provided.

There are many alternative ways of implementing the invention. The disclosed embodiments

are illustrative and not restrictive.



CLAIMS

1. A method to provide secure mobile access to a cloud-based service, comprising:

receiving a request from a mobile device to access the cloud-based service;

using a security certificate associated with the request to synthesize a basic

authentication header associated with the request; and

sending the synthesized basic authentication header to the cloud-based service on

behalf of the mobile device.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein the request is associated with a mobile app on the

mobile device.

3 . The method of claim 2, wherein the mobile app comprises a native email application.

4 . The method of claim 1, wherein the request is received at a security proxy.

5 . The method of claim 4, wherein the security proxy is remote from the cloud-based

service and the synthesized basic authentication header is sent to the cloud-based service via

a network.

6 . The method of claim 1, wherein the security certificate is received with the request.

7 . The method of claim 1, wherein the security certificate comprises a certificate

provisioned to the mobile device.

8 . The method of claim 1, wherein using the security certificate to synthesize the basic

authentication header includes using information comprising the security certificate to

populate a data field of the basic authentication header.

9 . The method of claim 1, wherein using the security certificate to synthesize the basic

authentication header includes using information comprising the security certificate to

retrieve a data value to populate a data field of the basic authentication header.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the data value is retrieved via a call to a directory

associated with the mobile device.

11. The method of claim 1, wherein the basic authentication header is synthesized at least

in part by computing a hash based on credential information associated with the request.

12. The method of claim 11, further comprising caching the hashed credential

information.



13. The method of claim 12, further comprising receiving from the cloud-based service a

request to authenticate the hashed credential information.

14. The method of claim 13, further comprising comparing the received hashed credential

information with the cached hashed credential information to authenticate the received

hashed credential information.

15. The method of claim 14, further comprising returning to the cloud-based service,

based at least in part on said authentication of the received hashed credential information, a

security token.

16. The method of claim 15, wherein the security token comprises a Security Assertion

Markup Language (SAML) assertion.

17. The method of claim 1, wherein the security certificate associated with the request is

used to synthesize a basic authentication header associated with the request based at least in

part on a determination that access is authorized.

18. A system to provide secure mobile access to a cloud-based service, comprising:

a communication interface; and

a processor coupled to the communication interface and configured to:

receive a request from a mobile device to access the cloud-based service;

use a security certificate associated with the request to synthesize a basic

authentication header associated with the request; and

send the synthesized basic authentication header to the cloud-based service on

behalf of the mobile device.

19. The system of claim 18, wherein the basic authentication header is synthesized at least

in part by computing a hash based on credential information associated with the request

20. A computer program product to provide secure mobile access to a cloud-based

service, the computer program product being embodied in a non-transitory computer readable

medium and comprising computer instructions for:

receiving a request from a mobile device to access the cloud-based service;

using a security certificate associated with the request to synthesize a basic

authentication header associated with the request; and

sending the synthesized basic authentication header to the cloud-based service on

behalf of the mobile device.
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